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Calculate the radiation matrix elements in scalar QCD

Implementation of the LPM effect in an approximate way

Study of different limits:  Gunion Bertsch in the limit of vanishing heavy quark mass 

Influence on experimental observables



Radiative Energy Loss 2

Low mass quarks : radiation dominantes energy loss
Charm and bottom:  radiation of the same order as collisional

4 QED type diagrams

1 QCD diagram

Com mutator of the color SU(3) operators

M1-M5 : 3 gauge invariant subgroups

MQCD dominates the radiation

Inelastic Collisions

A+ GAUGE
M4 ,M5 ~ M/E



Radiative Energy Loss 3

These matrix elements have been calculated in full glory but for the discussion they are useless

In the limit the radiation matrix elements factorize in

m=0 ->  Gunion Bertsch from light q
Energy loss:                                                 heals colinear divergences 

Emission from heavy q Emission from g

MSQCD in light cone gauge     

kt , ω =  transv mom/ energy of gluon    E = energy of the heavy quark



In the energy we are interested in we are NOT in the high energy limit

with

correction  factor of 3    for   pQ= 10 GeV
factor of  2   for   pQ= 50 GeV  

I : full solution
II: large 𝑠𝑠 limit but exact phase space

presently implemented in EPOSHQ



Landau Pomeranschuck Migdal effect 5

reduces energy loss by gluon radiation

Heavy quark radiates gluons
gluon needs time to be formed

Collisions during the formation time 
do not lead to emission of a second gluon

emission of one gluon 
( not N as in Bethe Heitler)

Landau Pomeranschuk Migdal  Effekt (LPM)

dominates x<1    dominates x≈1 dominates x<<1

Multiple scatt  .QCD: ≈ Ncoll <kt
2>=tf single scatt.

(hep-ph/0204343)



LPM 6

single       multiple scatt.    single

Multiple collisionsingle collision

=ω/EHQ

At intermediate gluon energies formation time is determined
by multiple scattering

single scattering  multiple scattering

M=mg =q=0  ->   



Landau Pomeranchuck Migdal Effect

For x>xcr=mg/M, gluons 
radiated from  heavy 
quarks are resolved in 
less time then those 
from light quarks and 
gluons => radiation 
process less affected by 
coherence effects.

For x<xcr=mg/M, 
basically no 
mass effect in 
gluon radiation

Most of the 
collisions 

Dominant region for 
average E loss 

= ω/E

[fm]

λ(T) LPM important for
intermediate x
where formation
time is long 



LPM effect 8

Consequences of LPM on the energy loss  
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Are there observables which are sensitive on the interaction mechanism (elast/radiative)?

Possible candidate:  heavy flavor correlations
They may be  sensitive to 

WHY?

Are there observables which are sensitive on the interaction mechanism (elast/radiative)?

Coll only: less pT per coll. Coll only: higher rate
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arXiv: 1305.3823
1310.2218
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Unfortunatelly, in an expanding  plasma ( EPOS event generator) for the known observables the
differences are in between the experimental error bars

Three options :      Collisions only  K factor = 1.5
Collision and radiation K = 0.8
Radiation only K= 1.8 

RAA and  v2 for coll and coll + radiat. and radiat. about  the same
RAA and  v2   are not a smoking gun for he need of radiation
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